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What do you call the line that cuts a circle in half? If May 31 is a Wednesday, what day of the week

will June 2 be? Is the sum of 521+459 more or less than 1000? Plus operations, fractions, patterns,

angles, three-dimensional shapes, Celsius and Farenheit, and: Renaâ€™s baby sister is 1Â½ years

old. How many months old is she? Math skills are crucialâ€•and thereâ€™s no reason for students to

struggle. Brain Quest Math Grade 2 teaches kids the fundamentals of math and the pleasure of

being a problem solver with 1,000 curriculum-based questions and answers reflecting the latest

school standards. Because learning plus practice, time, skill and drills add up to knowledge. Vetted

by a panel of Americaâ€™s highest award-winning teachers, and embraced by kids and parents

because it flat-out works, Brain Quest opens a world of information and education with its fast-paced

question-and-answer format, bright full-color illustrations, and lively attitude.
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Over the summer, I guided my son (who just started 2nd grade) on the Brain Quest workbook.

When he finished that, and school started, I wanted something quick and easy for him to keep his

skills sharp.... yet friendly and approachable.I've never owned any Brain Quest cards before, and

this was a treat. In my son's case, I found that a few questions were slam-dunk easy. Most were

"gotta think about it" a little before answering. And maybe 1-2 are of the "need help" variety. Just



right... can't have them TOO easy, and can't have 'em TOO hard, either.

Keep your childs brain from going to mush. Great for travel. WE play Brain Quest in the car on road

trips. Jeannine C.

Great product. My 2nd grade son loves getting quizzed with these. We are working on the workbook

that coincides with the cards too. Great way to keep kids thinking in a fun way! Quick delivery as

well. Very satisfied!

My son was struggling with math, not with the concepts, but it just didn't keep his attention. I bought

these cards, and he finally found math can be fun! Homework moves much more quickly, and he'll

even sometimes work through the cards on his own. Highly recommended!

Again, my grandson "loves" brain quest products!! I get him the regular one for his birthday every

year and now add the one for "math" as it is a favorite subject of his.

In the car it keeps the kids busyAt home it allows us to interact with the kids rather than just hand

them an iPad

Brainquest is a wonderful teaching and learning tool! My daughter loves the quiz nature of the

cards. Great car activity.

We have had many Brain Quest since our son is 3 years old. We love keeping them in the car. He

reads them and asks questions, and it's also been great for travelling/road trips.
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